22S:166, Computing in Statistics  
Fall 2008  
Instructor: Cowles  
Information on Midterm 1

• Midterm 1 will be given in the PC lab, 41 Schaeffer Hall, on Wed. Oct. 1. You will use NX Client to log in to a Linux machine.

• There is a choice of two times to take midterm 1:
  – 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
  – 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

• The midterm will cover the following topics:
  – Linux
  – \LaTeX
  – R commands, functions, and packages
  – Sweave
  – the nonparametric bootstrap and confidence intervals

• You may use notes, computer files, on-line resources; in short, anything except other people!